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Situated on the boundaries of Arabian Sea in the Saurashtra Peninsula of Gujarat, there is a small
place which has had its fair share of historical and commercial importance since ages. This place-
Diu, with a number of beautiful beaches and world class accommodation facilities for the tourists, is
one of the major destinations throughout the year.

The touristsâ€™ visit has led to development of fine Diu Hotels over the Years and now it has a proud
collection of numerous hotels from economy hotels to the luxurious hotels. There are grade 1 hotels
which are a brand name in the world of hotels and provide all the luxuries which are called as lavish.
There are small and large economy hotels which come under the category of Bed & Breakfasts and
are the best hotels in Diu for the tourists who want to have budgeted stay.

The tourists who want to experience the stay at the sea shore at low tariff, there are a number of
cottage hotels at Diu which have almost all the modern day facilities. These are facing the lovely
Arabian Sea and thus are blessed with the exotic sunrise and sunset views.

For the tourists who want to have a comfortable stay and are able to spend for the comfort, there
are a number of 2 Star and 3 Star hotels at Diu with Deluxe, Semi-Deluxe and Super-Deluxe
Ac/Non-AC Rooms. Some of the Diu hotels are located facing the sea and thus have mind
refreshing view of the water bodies and other places of interest in Diu.

For the tourists who want to have a refreshing experience and are spoilt spend thrifts, There are
wonderful Resorts and Luxury Hotels in Diu which have the world class facilities for its visitors  and
offer a plethora of luxuries.

Multi Cuisine International Dining menus, Rich Lounge Bars, Dance clubs, Parlors, Business
Conference Rooms, Wi-Fi, 24 hr room Service, Royal and Family Suites, Recreational Courts and
Rejuvenating Spaas are the various things one can easily find at these Diu Hotels.

The main places of tourist Interest are Jallandhar Beach, Ghoghla Beach, Nagoa Beach,
Gangeshwar Temple, INS Khukri Memorial, Fortim-do-Mar, Diu Fort and a number of churches and
Sea Shell Museum.

A number of Diu Hotels are located around these places and thus are easily accessible for the
tourists and have mesmerizing views of these places. So, Diu with its entire natural splendor is
ready to loom you into a world of wonderful vacations and now itâ€™s your turn.
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Sanjay Kumar - About Author:
a Diu Hotels is the Best Hotel Deals for Budget, Luxury & Star Hotels in Diu at Discounted Rates.
Book Cheap a Diu Hotels at MakeMyTrip.com.
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